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THE FAILURE IN COMPUTABLE ANALYSIS OF A CLASSICAL
EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

OLIVER ABERTH

Abstract. An example is given of a uniformly continuous con-

structive function fix, y) with/(0, 0) =0, such that the differential

equation y' =fix, y) with the initial condition y(0) =0 has no con-

structive solution.

Introduction. In the recent articles [l], [2] we gave a development

of an analysis over a subfield of the reals, the computable numbers.

This analysis is equivalent to the constructive analysis investigated

by the Russian mathematicians Markov, Ceitin, Zaslavskiï, Sanin,

and their followers, who have obtained many interesting and funda-

mental results over the past two decades. (See, for instance, [4], [5],

[6], [8], [11], [12], [13], [15], [17] and [18].) Their definitions and
constructions ultimately involve the concept of "normal algorithm,"

or less frequently, the concept of "recursive function." In our develop-

ment the concept of "program" plays the central role.

The object of this paper is to show, in computable analysis, that

there is a function fix, y), uniformly continuous in a rectangle R

centered at the origin, such that the differential equation

(1) /(*) = f(x, yix))

has no solution function yix) satisfying the initial condition y(0) =0.

There is no solution, no matter how small an interval for x about 0 is

prescribed, or whether 0 is an interior point, left endpoint, or right

endpoint of the interval. This contrasts with the situation in real

analysis where, by a theorem of Peano (see [14], [10, pp. 59-66]),

if fix, y) is uniformly continuous in a rectangle R and the initial

condition is appropriate, there always exists a solution function satis-

fying (1), although there is known no generally applicable construc-

tive method for finding a solution. The failure of Peano's Theorem in

computable analysis may be interpreted as showing that no such

constructive method is possible.

The equation y'=/(x, y). Our first theorem is valid in both real
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analysis and computable analysis, with different interpretations,

however, for many of the expressions used.

Theorem 1. If the function f(x, y) is uniformly continuous in a rec-

tangle R:\x-a\ = Mi, \ y — b \ = M2, and if f(x, y) satisfies the inequali-

ties \f(x, y)\ =M2/Mi, \f(x, yi)—f(x, y2)\ gP|yx —y2|, for points
(x, y), (x, yi), (x, y2) in R, and L a positive number, then there exists a

unique uniformly continuous function y(x), x in the interval \x — a\

=^M\, which satisfies (1) and the initial condition y (a) =b.

In computable analysis the terms "number" (i.e. "computable

number"), "function", "uniformly continuous function", and "deriva-

tive" have constructive definitions. In our notation these are given

by Definitions 8, 15, 22, and 24 resp. of [l]. Our definition of the

derivative of f(x) at Xo resembles

f(xù - /O2)    .          .   ,    ,.     /0"i) - /Oo)
hm        -   instead of    hm -•

xi,x1-tx0;x1^x2        Xi — X2 xi^xa        xl — x0

However, the theorems of this paper are valid for either version of

derivative definition. The derivative of the function y(x) of Theorem

1 at the endpoints of the interval \x— a\ ^¡Mi is to be interpreted,

of course, as an appropriate right-hand or left-hand derivative. Also,

the assertion of the existence of y(x) is meant in a strong sense, that

is, there is an effective method of finding y(x) (see [l, p. 286]). The

constructive methods of Cauchy-Lipschitz [9, pp. 75-80], or of suc-

cessive approximations [3, pp. 99-115], are readily modified to ob-

tain a proof of this theorem in computable analysis, and we omit the

details. We require later a version of Theorem 1 where the point

(a, b) is not at the center of the rectangle P but at its left or right

side. Thus, if in the definition of R the range | x— a\ =Mi is replaced

by 0=x — a = Mi, the conclusion still holds if the interval domain for

y(x) is similarly altered.

The next theorem gives our main result.

Theorem 2. There exists a function f(x, y), uniformly continuous in

the rectangle R:\x\ =l, |y|^l, and with \f(x, y)\ =l for (x, y) in

R, such that for any interval [a, b] which is a subset of [ — 1, 1] and

contains the point 0, there is no function y(x) defined in the interval

which satisfies (1) and the initial condition y(0) =0.

We shall continue to employ the terminology of [l ]. For a program

P, the rational number P(a) and the positive integer NP, the "de-

scriptive integer of P," were specified in Definitions 1 and 3 of that

article. First we prove a useful
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Lemma. There is no programmable function gin) which equals +1

and is defined for positive integers n greater than a fixed integer w0, such

that gin) = 4-1 if n = NP with P(NP) defined and not positive, gin) = — 1

if n = NP with PiNp) defined and positive.

Suppose otherwise. Let Q he a program realizing the function

g(n) (Q(n)=g(n)), with sufficient redundant computation steps

added, if necessary, so that NQ>n0. Then QÍNq) is defined, and

whichever of the values +1 it assumes leads to a contradiction.

For the proof of Theorem 2 we shall construct the function fix, y)

so that it has the following additional three properties:

(i) fix, y) = -fi~x, y).
(ii) If y(x) is a solution to (1) for x in the interval [ —2_n+1, — 2_n],

ra^l, theny(-2-"+1)=y(-2-").

(iii) If yix) is a solution to (1) for x in the interval [ —2~"+1, — 2~n],

n ^ 1, such that y ( - 2~n+1) = 0, then, if n = NP and P (NP) is defined,

at the midpoint of the interval this solution is greater than 2_3(n+2) if

PiNp) is positive, and less than — 2-3<n+2) if PiNP) is not positive.

These properties of f(x, y) rule out a solution to (1) near x = 0 and

satisfying the initial condition y(0)=0. For suppose y(x) is such a

solution in the interval [a, 0], a<0. Then we may find a positive

integer w0 such that a<— 2~"o. By (ii), y( — 2~"o) =y( — 2~n) for all

n>n0, and this requires y( — 2-no)=0 since y(x) is continuous and

equals 0 at x = 0. But, by (iii), we may then obtain a function g(n)

of the type excluded by the lemma if we define gin) as — 1 if a com-

puted rational approximation to y(J( — 2~n+1 — 2~n)) with error less

than 2~3("+2) comes out positive, and as 4-1 if the approximation does

not come out positive. Thus a solution to the left of the point x = 0

is not possible. A solution to the right is also not possible, for if yix)

satisfies (1) on the interval [0, b], b>0, with y(0)=0, by (i), the

function yiix) =y( — x) will be a solution to the left of 0 in the interval

[-b, 0] with yi(0) = 0.
For the definition of f(x, y) we require first the construction of two

families of computable functions: hn(x) and jn(x, y).

In [l] there was defined the programmable function U(n, m, a)

which equals 1 if n = NP and P(a) is defined after the execution of no

more than m computation steps; otherwise U(n, m, a)=0. Setting

q(x) equal to max(l — | x\, 0), define the functions hn(x) by the equa-

tion

CO

(2)     K(x) - ± ¿2 (U(n, k, n) - U(n, k - I, n))2~''q(2k(x - ¿)).

Thus if « is not the descriptive integer of a program, or if n = NP but
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P(Np) is undefined, then hn(x)=0. If n = NP and P(NP) is defined,

the sign of hn(x) in (2) is taken as + if P(NP) >0 and — otherwise.

Hence when P(NP) is defined in exactly / computational steps, then

these signs are definitely assumed by hn(x) inside an open interval of

length 2_,+1 centered at x=\.

Before constructing/„(*, y) we require some information on certain

solutions to the equation y' = s(x, y), where s(x, y) =9x(l—x)yxlt. It

is easy to verify that the equation y' = s(x, y), with the initial condi-

tion y(0) =y0, has in the interval [0, l] for x the solution

(3) y = (sgn y0)[x2(3 ~ 2x) + \ ^o[2/3]3/2,

for yo5^0. The function sgn t equals 1 if />0, and — 1 if t <0. s(x, y)

satisfies a Lipschitz condition for (x, y) in any rectangle R for which

| y | è e, e a positive number, so these solutions are unique by Theorem

1. When yo = 0, there is a family of solutions over [0, l]:

y = 0, 0 g x g c,
(4)

y = ± [x2(3 - 2x) - c2(3 - 2c)]312,        cg-x^l.

c may be any number satisfying the inequalities 0 ^c g 1. At the point

*=1, no two of the solutions given in (3) and (4) have identical val-

ues, and there is no number not assumed by one of these solutions at

x—\. Also, if a solution is unequal to 0 at the point x0 in [0, 1), it is

clear from the differential equation that the solution must increase

in modulus in the interval [x0, 1 ], and by Theorem 1 there can be no

other solution in this interval with the same value at x = 1. Combining

these details, it is easily shown that there is no solution over [0, 1 ]

distinct from those given by (3) and (4).

Now we define the functions jn(x, y) by

jn(x, y) = hn(x), x E [0, l],

jn(x, y) = s(x - 1, y), x E [l, 2],

jn(x, y) = - s(x - 2, y), x E [2, 3],

jn(x, y) = - *,(* - 3), xE [3, 4],

and

jn(x, y) =0,       xE [0, 4].

If y(x) is a solution over the interval [0, 4] to the equation

y'—jn(x, y), then by the preceding paragraph, the value of y(2) de-

termines the solution in the interval [l, 2], and then certainly in

[0, l]also. Using the identities h„(x) =hn(l —x) and s(x,y) =s(l —x,y),

it is easy to verify thatjn(x, y) = — j„(4 — x, y). This implies that the
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function yi(x) =y(i—x) is also a solution in [0, 4]. Since yi(2) =y(2),

yi(x) —y(x), at least in the interval [0, 2], and the general equation

y(x) =y(4 — x), x in [0, 4], follows. Thus if y(x) is a solution in [0, 4],

then y(0) =y(4). In addition, if y(0) =0, then if n = NP and P(NP) is

defined, y(l) >0 if P(NP) > 0, and y(l) < 0 of P(NP) ^ 0. This requires
y(2)>l if P(Ap)>0andy(2)<-l if P(NP)^0 (cf. (3)).

Finally, we define/(x, y) for x^O by the equation

00

f(x, y) = 22 2-2(n+a)/»(2"+2[x 4- 2-»+1], 23<"+2>y),
n=l

and for other x by requiring f(x, y) = —f(—x, y). Note that under the

transformation x = 2n+î[x+2-"+1], <$l = 23(n+2)y, a solution to dj/dx

=jn(x, ■$), xE [0, 4], becomes a solution to

(5) — = 2-2<»+2>/„(2»+2[* 4- 2~»+1], 23<"+2)v)
dx

for x in the interval [ —2~n+1, — 2~"]. Moreover, for x outside this

interval the right-hand side of (5) equals 0. The three properties of

f(x, y) listed earlier now follow and the proof is complete.
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